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Electronic Arts
Real Racing 3 iOS App – App Store Description



Electronic Arts
SCRABBLE iOS App – App Store Description



Electronic Arts
What's New Copy: Appearing on app marketplace pages,

this copy is used to encourage existing app users to install updates.

MONOPOLY iPhone App – What's New Copy

MONOPOLY Hotels iPhone App – What's New Copy

Word Smack iPad App – What's New Copy

World Series of YAHTZEE Free iPad App – What's New Copy



Electronic Arts
Push Note: Sent to users' mobile devices, this short copy

can be used to communicate a wide variety of messages.

SCRABBLE iOS FREE App – Re-Engagement Push Notes 

  

• Putting off that rematch against your old English professor? Get the new SCRABBLE now and practice 

with random opponents!

• It’s been a while. Come back and see who’s playing SCRABBLE! Get the new FREE version today.

 

• The new SCRABBLE FREE is better than ever! Have you tried the latest features?

• Want to score some points with the Mensa crowd? SCRABBLE’s a sure-fire winner. Get it now!

• Did one of your friends just start a game with a TWO-LETTER WORD?! School’s about to be in session. 

Get the new SCRABBLE!

• Thousands of people are playing SCRABBLE at this very moment. Are any of them as good as you? Find 

out now in the new SCRABBLE!

• Test your word skills with a match against a random opponent! Who will YOU play? Get the new 

SCRABBLE and find out!





Mahalo.com
MMA Surge YouTube Channel/Show – Social Media

YouTube Channel Descriptions

Pinterest Page Description



Mahalo.com
MMA Surge YouTube Channel/Show – Website Copy



Mahalo.com
Being Fat Sucks YouTube Channel/Show – YouTube Copy



Mahalo.com
XFIT Daily YouTube Channel/Show

YouTube Channel Description

Website Copy

Instagram Page Description



Mahalo.com
Learn Hip Hop Dance App – Promotional Post on Corporate Blog



Mahalo.com
Painting for Dummies iOS App – Launch Web Page



Mahalo.com
Thanksgiving Recipes HD iOS App – App Store Description













Rap Pages Magazine.com
Feature Article

"Childish Gambino: Oh So Fly"
By Cozi Orlen, Rap Pages Magazine.com

Do you like Hip-Hop? You really like Hip-Hop? How about clever rhymes, pop culture references, and a flow that 

would make Lil Wayne spit-take his sizzurp? If so, you need some Childish Gambino up in your headphones (and 

if you didn't get that first reference, do yourself a favor—watch this).

Childish Gambino is Donald Glover, a versatile entertainer who's no stranger to the spotlight. His NYU sketch 

group, Wicked Wicked Hammerkatz, spawned YouTube sensation Derrick Comedy. The success of Derrick's 

videos led to Glover scoring a writing position on Emmy-winning NBC hit show 30 Rock. After quitting the show 

to focus on his stand-up career, Glover was brought onto another NBC comedy, Community, this time as an 

actor. He plays Troy Barnes, a not-incredibly-bright football jock. If you've seen his Spanish rap with co-star 

Danny Pudi, you know Glover's got skills. But until you hear a Childish Gambino track, you really have no idea.

Gambino music is a different animal altogether. Glover's a fantastic writer, great actor and improvisor, and all-

around hilarious human being, and it all shows on his tracks. His witty, unexpected rhymes are interwoven with 

the type of real emotional content you're not gonna find in a Soulja Boy ringtone.

In an e-mail interview with Rap Pages, Gambino says, "I just try and make what feels right. For a long time I 

tried to appeal to both sides. Then I stopped looking at it as 'sides.' I think people are ready for that now. No 

one is like 'I only listen to Rap!' anymore. People are smarter than that. I just don't want to be limited. I think 

that's obvious by the fact I even put out a non-comedic album. [laughs]"

CG started dropping mixtapes in 2008 with Sick Boi, followed by 2009's Poindexter. After I Am Just A Rapper 1 

and 2 came out in 2010, Gambino was ready to put out his long-awaited full-length.

Glover describes the album's creation: "I was hurried, because I wanted to finish it so I could work on scripts. 

But that caused me to be less timid about my style and more honest about myself. I listened to my favorite 

albums on repeat [Ye's Graduation, Hall and Oates, St. Vincent's Actor] and tried to isolate what I liked about 

them. I had about twelve or thirteen songs finished. I brought them all to Ludwig [Goransson, composer for 

Community], we sat down and made all of them full and made two tracks from scratch. I stopped working on 

other projects and put everything into the album. It got intense."

And that intensity showed on the record. On July 3rd, Culdesac hit the Internet hard. Since then, it has 

surpassed the 10,000-downloads mark and is still climbing. When asked about his favorite Culdesac track, 

Glover replies, "I guess I would have to say 'So Fly.' It was the first song I made on the album and I think it 

changed everything. 'cause I realized this album was gonna have to be something that not everyone called a 

'Rap album.' But I didn't care. I really meant everything in that song, and I felt singing it, no auto-tune, just me 

and a tambourine, was the only way to convey the loneliness I wanted people to feel. And when I stopped 

trying to make a 'Rap album,' all the other songs fell out of me."

Grab the album for free here.

Gambino is already selling out shows, with more dates to come. "I've made it my business to come to you this 

year. I really wanna do something amazing when I come to your town. I really wanna make it an experience."



Glover's currently unsigned, but it's only a matter of time. On signing with a label, he reveals, "I've been 

thinking about it. It would make some things easier. But everything right now is still pretty in the DIY category. If 

one REALLY wowed me with what they could do for me, I'd have no problem. It's like getting married. I sorta 

have to get to a point where it's like, 'I'd have to be an idiot not to lock this down.'"

Glover's been getting love in multiple aspects of entertainment, and his projected future ventures include a 

clothing line, movie scripts, and possibly a book. "That's the way the industry is going," he says. "[...] if you can 

go to a store that has every talent you need, why go to a bunch of other stores?" With his track record, it's clear 

that Glover's a one-stop shop that'll have you coming back for more.
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